The Internet has become a very popular platform for communication around the world. However because most modern computer keyboards are Latin-based, Asian language speakers (such as Chinese) cannot input characters (Hanzi) directly with these keyboards. As a result, methods for representing Chinese characters using Latin alphabets were introduced. The most popular method among these is the Pinyin input system. Pinyin is also called "Romanised" Chinese in that it phonetically resembles a Chinese character. Due to the highly ambiguous mapping from Pinyin to Chinese characters, word misuses can occur using standard computer keyboard, and more commonly so in internet chat-rooms or instant messengers where the language used is less formal. In this paper we aim to develop a system that can automatically identify such anomalies, whether they are simple typos intentional substitutions. After identifying them, the system should suggest the correct word to be used.
Introduction
A certain kind of derogatory opinion is being conveyed in Chinese chat forums through the use of Chinese Hanzi (hieroglyphic) characters. There is potential for this to happen whenever two expressions are pronounced in a similar way in Chinese. Taking the example from the title, irate students have used "ë}" ("Jiao Shou") for "Yˆ" ("Jiao Shou"). While "Yˆ" means professor, "ë}" means "screaming beast" -clearly, we are in the presence of a disgruntled student! A simple version of this phenomenon might occur in English as well, (say using Bezerkly for Berkley), but it is the method with which Chinese characters are input into a computer (by first typing the romanised version and then choosing the correct Hanzi) , which provides an easy opportunity for this kind of substitution to reflect feelings and prejudices of the writer. Unlike the English example above, where a spelling detection program might be used to alert the user that a word substitution is being used, detection in Chinese is much more complicated, since there are no word boundaries. Segmentation programs will identify the two characters "Ŷ " (meaning professor) as a word, and will correctly segment the phrase "ë}" (screaming beast) into two words, so there is no immediate indication that something unusual appears in the text. As part of a project to detect anomalous words or phrases in Chinese, we have developed an initial algorithm for automatically detecting occurrences of this phenomenon. This paper describes the problem and evaluates the algorithm we have developed on a large body of chat forum data.
Background
There are 7 main groups of traditionally recognized dialects of spoken Chinese. The standardized form of spoken Chinese is Standard Mandarin. It is the official language of the People's Republic of China and the Republic of China (Taiwan), as well as one of the official languages of Singapore. In 1956, a Romanisation for standard Mandarin was introduced: it is known as "Hanyu Pinyin", or "Pinyin" for short. It is now the official phonetic transcription of mandarin Chinese. In addition to Pinyin, there are several other Romanisations of Chinese, for example, the Wade-Giles 1 , which was invented by Thomas Wade in 1859 and modified by Herbert Giles in 1892. Table 1 shows a comparison of the two popular romanisation schemes. For the purpose of this work, we use the Pinyin Romanisation: it is used by over 1.4 billion people and it is the standard phonetic representation of Chinese in mainland China.
Chinese Pinyin Input Systems
Chinese words are formed using Chinese characters (Hanzi). A Chinese word can range from one character long to four or more (if proper nouns are considered) characters long. To type Chinese into a computer, one needs to "translate" each character or word to a Romanised representation. The most popular method to do this is by using the Pinyin (Yuan, 1997) . Every Chinese character has an associated Pinyin sequence: however, it should be remembered that as well as a single Pinyin corresponding to many characters, it is also true that a single character can have multiple Pinyins, depending upon context and thus semantics (Qiao et al., 1990) (Li and Grefenstette, 2005) . The simplest way of entering Pinyin and producing characters is sequential: a user types Pinyin syllables and selects the appropriate character after the completion of each syllable. For example, if a user wants to spell the Chinese word "China"(-ý Zhong Guo), he will type in the Pinyin of the first character "zhong", and the input system will display a list of Chinese characters that all share that Pinyin (see figure 1) . After he selects the correct character, he can then continue to type the Pinyin of the second character "guo" and again select the correct character. Most modern Pinyin input methods attempt to match character sequences to Pinyin sequences (rather than treating each character individually, see figure 2), and because of the many choices corresponding to a Pinyin sequence, it 
Word Anomaly in Chinese
Anomalies of the type described above are relatively easy to spot for native Mandarin Chinese speakers because both the intended word and substituted character sequence have very close or identical pronunciation. In the following two examples, we illustrate the phenomenon:
S. wants to restrict China's fast development by taking advantage of the situation between mainland China and Taiwan.
2. -ý vÃº"º¤1/9i "Ù›ë}(Ŷ )ì The most disgusting group of people in China are the professors after the reform.
These word anomalies are especially prevalent in on-line messages such as online discussion forums or instant messenger communications. In the first sentence, the word "Ž ý"(The U.S.) is replaced with " ý"; in the second sentence, The word "Yˆ" (professor) is replaced by "ë}". These are interesting in that although the replacement is not a single semantic unit, they are not typos but rather intentional substitutions. In 1 although " ý" is not a semantic unit, if we consider the two characters separately, they are " "(fungus, moulded) and "ý"(country). Thus the twocharacter sequence " ý" means something like "fungus country" or "moulded country". Similarly, the character sequence "ë}", interpreted one character at a time, gives the meaning "screaming beast". These substitutions are intentional in that they express some sentiment (in this case, and most others, that sentiment is negative) towards someone or something. In 1 the speaker is blaming the U.S. government for what is considered to be misconduct towards the rather thorny mainland China/Taiwan situation. In 2 the speaker is accusing the professors who gained financially during China's economic reform of being profit-hungry, rather than displaying the virtues typically considered scholarly.
Related Work
Compared to automatic word error correction in English, research and work in Chinese automatic word error correction is very limited, possibly because the language presents added difficulties. One is due to a characteristic of the Chinese language which is that there are no explicit word boundaries. Although automatic word segmentation techniques are available, they are typically dependent on a lexicon. Moreover, the accuracy of automatic segmentation is not perfect, therefore, if the technique fails to recognise a word, the segmentation program will conclude that each single character is a word. Another difficulty occurs because the distinction between a non-word (such as "xyrt") and a context dependent error (such as using "there" for "their") that appears in English, is not present in Chinese. In contrast, almost every individual characters in Chinese is able to be a word on its own, and without taking context into account, all character strings in any segmented Chinese text are all valid words. Therefore, if we adopt a dictionary approach that compares a list of all Chinese characters, then we will find virtually no "non-word" errors because each character may well be a word. One representation method for automatic Chinese word correction was developed by(huang Chang, 1994) which uses confusing character substitution. In the method, confusing characters are used to replace every character in a given input sentence, and a "correct" result with highest evaluation score is searched from all paths. The obvious disadvantage of this method is that only errors caused by character substitution can be detected. Cai (Cai, 1997) found that most Chinese word errors cause segmentation abnormality, for example segmentation of "à??", which is a character deletion error of the correct word "àÃ??" (be devoted), is likely to be three single-character words "à/?/?". Native speakers can identify that "à??" is a non-word with little effort, but it is not possible for a computer to determine that it is a non-word error (rather than three single-character words). Zhang et al. (Zhang et al., 2000a) proposed an approximate word matching algorithm and complex word substitution method to detect and correct Chinese word errors. They suggest that Chinese text errors should be categorised as non-word errors and real-word errors similar to English. Non-word errors refer to a string that cannot be treated as a word in the error text, and these errors include character substitution errors, such as "‰³"→" †³", " # Êº" → " \Êº", character insertion error such as "Ê )¨0"→"Ê ) )¨0" and character deletion errors "àÃ??"→"à??". Real-word error, similar to English, are those error strings resulting in another valid word(s); they can be character substitution errors, such as " å"(notice) →" ×"(comrade), or insertion errors, such as "úŽ"→"úŽúŽ", or character deletion errors: "ÙºOE"(cactus)→"Ùº"(immortal). The paper also stated that "approximate word match method is used in English spelling error detection and correction to find all words in a dictionary whose minimum edit distance to a given string is less than a threshold"(pp. 249). They also acknowledged that approximate word match of Chinese is considerably different; accordingly they proposed an approximate Chinese word match method to find all words that have a distance less than a threshold to the sub-strings. The method begins from a specific position in the target sentence, and find all the sub-strings with varying length. the position with different length 1,2,3,. . . from a specific position in the target sentence. Another attempt by (Zhang et al., 2000b) claimed that most Chinese word correction techniques performed poorly because they adopted a rather naïve language model that only considered character or word n-grams, they claimed that these models can only present local language constraints. As a result they presented a Winnow-based error detection and correction approach that used both local language features as well as wide scope semantic features. The features included: words before and after the target strings, part-of-speech trigram, context word semantic category according to IÍÍ-(Synonyms dictionary), and characters within words. They trained on news texts consisting of 100 million characters and tested with 335 real word errors caused by the "five-stroke" input. The method managed to achieve 88% on recall, 64% on precision in error detection and 56% with the correction rate, compared to the trigram model which obtained 69% on recall and 35% on precision.
Automatically Detecting Anomalies
We have developed a method to detect phonetic anomalies that have the following properties:
1. The anomalous character sequence and the intended one both have similar pronunciations. To start with, we consider their pronunciation to be similar if they both have identical Pinyin (where we use the more standard form of Pinyin without tonal information).
2. The anomalous character sequence and its original are at least 2 characters long 3. The anomalous character sequence is not listed as a single entry in a standard lexicon, so its only meaning is combinatoric.
We divided the identification process into three steps as below:
• Step 1 -Segmentation Given a piece of Chinese text, we first feed it into an automatic word segmenter (Zhang et al., 2003) to break the text into semantic units. Because we consider only multiplecharacter anomaly cases, anomalies can only be contained within sequences of single characters (the segmenter uses a lexicon, and thus will only segment into words sequences which appear within that lexicon).
•
Step 2 -Character sequence extraction
After segmentation, we are interested in sequences of single characters, because anomalies will occur only within those sequences. Once we obtain these sequences, we generate all possible sub-strings for each sequence because any anomalous words can be part of a character sequence.
Step 3 -Detection
We assume the anomaly shares many phonetic similarities with the "true" word. As a result we need a method for comparing pronunciations of two character sequences.
Here we use the Pinyin to represent phonetics of a Chinese character, and in this early stage we define two pronunciations to be similar when they both have identical Pinyin (not including the tone). We obtain a freely available character-to-pinyin conversion tool 2 that can produce all possible Pinyin sequences corresponding to a given Chinese character. Using this tool we create a Pinyin-to-Word hash table using the machinesegmented Chinese Gigaword version 2. The keys of the hash table are Pinyin sequences and the values are words with that Pinyin. With this Pinyin-to-Word hash table we can fast search for a word given its Pinyin. Once we have the resources, we first produce all possible Pinyin sequences of each character sequence (step 1). We do this for each of the sub-character sequences extracted by step 2. After obtaining the Pinyin, we then do a Pinyinword look up in the hash table we created; if there exists any entries, we know that the Pinyin sequence maps to one or more real words. These mappings could possibly be the original, intended words. Consequently, we consider any character sequences whose Pinyin maps to real words to be possible anomalies. At this preliminary stage, if there are multiple candidates, we will consider the most frequent word in the Gigaword corpus to be the true word. Because many words in Chinese are single character words, there can be many single-character word sequences that our method will capture. Furthermore, because of the highly ambiguous Pinyin-to-character mapping, step 3 is likely to over-generate candidates which are not misused character sequences, but whose Pinyin sequences happen to be identical to alternative character sequences in the lexicon. To reduce these falsely identified character sequences (false positives), we adopt the following strategies.
1. We assume each character sequence contains at most one misused word; if many are identified the longest character sequence is preferred. Consider that we encounter a character sequence " ýº", which is a misused character sequence for the word "Ž ý º"(American), because both "Ž ý"(the U.S.) and "Ž ý º"(American) are lexicon listed words, our identification process stated in step 3 will decide that the two character sequences, " ýº" and " ý" are candidates of misused. In this case, we only select the longer candidate " ýº" to be the misused character sequence.
2. A record of previously identified misused character sequences is kept. If multiple candidates for misused character sequences exist, we will prefer the one that had been previously identified, i.e. in the cache.
3. We assume that words which are replaced to form misuses are commonly used words. We consider a character sequence to be misused only when its alternativeword bigram appeared above a pre-set threshold in a large corpus. Thus we built a bigram word-frequency count using the whole Chinese Gigaword version 2. When we identified misused character sequence candidates in step 3, we consider it as a possible alternative word. We then form a bigram from this word and the one immediately following, as shown in figure 3. We look this bigram up in our indexed Gigaword corpus to see how many times this bigram has occurred. Because we assume the intended word will be fairly common, we set a threshold and only consider the character sequence to be misused if the bigram occurrence is above the threshold. In our experiments we will vary this bigram threshold to attempt to improve performance.
Data and Experiments
We have conducted preliminary experiments to test our algorithm. To start with, we manually gathered a small number of documents which contain anomalous phrases of the 
Results and Discussion
We evaluate our identification/correction performance using standard measures of precision and recall, let a be the number of misused words correctly identified and corrected by our method; let b be the total number of character sequences our method returned as misused words; and c be the totally number of misused words in the test data. so we can defined precision (p) and recall (r) as (1) and (2). We tested our performance using 1, 2 and 3 bigram thresholds. The initial experiments showed that our method can successfully identify and correct the three examples of nonword anomalies with reasonable precision and recall. The basic method obtains 100% recall however it generates a lot of false positives; this can be seen in a relatively low precision of 60%. In summary, our method is successful at identifying genuine anomalous non-word character sequences; however
